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From the Director
by Joanne Lerud

AND THE WINNER IS Endeavor Information System, Inc.'s V 0 Y AGE R!!!!

The Library Staff and campus constituencies have been involved in the selection of a new
integrated library system (ILS) for the last year and a half. The new system will replace
CARL and will be implemented in early 2000. An ILS not only is how the Library does
business, but is also the public's access to our catalog (The Arthur Lakes Library's public face
to the world). Here are some facts about Endeavor Information Systems Inc.'s Voyager
product:

• Voyager provides access to network resources from the OPAC (online public access
catalog) seamlessly because it is built to take advantage of networked technology.

• Voyager features relevance feedback. Search results can be arranged in a ranked order
with the items most nearly matching the search query showing first.

• Voyager is a multi-tiered client/server system.

• Voyager utilizes the only search engine designed specifically for bibliographic data.

• Voyager has an integrated document management system with copyright controls making
delivery of electronic reserves a quick and easy process.

Voyager's web-based system will offer many features that CARL does not such as
searching simultaneously across several databases, having the ability to place a hold on a book
that has been ordered but not received, and checking the status of a hold request.

The purchase of a new ILS is an investment in the information future of the Colorado
School of Mines. Technology Fee money was used for some of this purchase. The Computer
Center put several of their priorities aside so that the Library could use Colorado Council on
Higher Education (CCHE) technology funding for the ILS. Additionally the Library will be
expending funds so we can realize the potential of the new system. We are quite confident
that Voyager is the caliber of ILS appropriate to the sophistication of CSM. Now if we can
only figure out what to name it!
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CSM Press: Remainders
By Mary Dale

During this 125~ anniversary year of Colorado School of Mines, several librarians
have had their attention directed to a library-related fragment of CSM history. The CSM
Press was active for many years but with its recent demise has come questions concerning
CSM publications-care they still available and how does the School handle copyright issues?
The following is a brief look at the history of on-campus publishing activities. It is not meant
to be exhaustive nor does it address the copyright issues. A campus Intellectual Property
Committee has the copyright questions under discussion.

Those who have been a part of the CSM community for some time will remember the
days of an active publishing department housed in the "Publications Building" east of
Engineering Hall. A glance through one of the serial publications from the late 1970's or
early 1980's reveals the names of about a dozen people who were involved in publishing
activities at that time. Not all of them worked in the Publications' Office but they were
actively involved in the process. In more recent years, the Publications' staff was reduced to
one, and eventually the CSM Press ceased to exist. Most CSM Press publications can be
found in the Arthur Lakes Library collections.

The basement of the Publications Building was cleaned out about a year ago and
many pallets loaded with boxes of old CSM Press material were moved to the basement of the
Hall of Justice. Numerous hours were spent going through box after box of material sorting it
onto "save" and "discard" pallets. The material that was saved was moved to the Library after
academic departments were contacted regarding their desire to retain appropriate material.
One or two copies of each publication are being retained in the Library should a copy from the
collection need to be replaced. The rest have been inventoried and are available for sale.

Only a dozen titles published by the CSM Press remain in stock; the rest are no
longer available. The School gets one or two requests a month for CSM Press books.
Occasionally copies are available, but most orders are unable to be filled. One such book
request was for A Textbook of Fire Assaying by Edward E. Bugbee, first published in 1922.
In 1981, the CSM Press reprinted a copy of the third edition (1940) because of a demand for
information about assaying. There was no attempt to modernize the book because the material
as published in 1940 was considered appropriate for beginning assayers. While still in
demand, this title is, unfortunately, no longer in our inventory. The requestor did find a copy
through an out-of-print book dealer.

Books and other publications of the CSM Press provided the School's faculty
members and researchers, and non-staff members, who had expertise in a particular area, with
a variety of vehicles in which to publish. The Press also acted as the publishing arm for the
Colorado Energy Research Institute during its existence. Former governors of Colorado and
Wyoming, and Duane Smith, who has written extensively on Colorado history, are authors
included in the CSM Press legacy.

One of the most widely used CSM Press publications was the Mineral Industries
Bulletin, which began in 1958. There were six issues during the calendar years through 1986.
Each issue was 8 to 20 pages in length and was devoted to a single topic. Its stated purpose
was "to inform those interested in the mineral industry regarding the elements of the geology
and mineral resources, mining operations, metal markets, production statistics, economics, and
other aspects of the mineral industry of the State of Colorado." With the July 1979 issue, the
name changed to Mineral and Industries Resources: A Review of Developments. The editor
stated that the "new name encompasses a wider range of interests than implied in the former,
and more accurately reflects the content." There are no copies of this publication available for
sale.

Began in 1965, the Professional Contribution series was geology related. A total of
12 issues were published, the last being in 1988. The School gets occasional requests for
issues from this series; copies of about half of the titles are available for sale.
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The oldest publication, and the only one still being published, is the CSM Quarterly,
which began being published in 1906. In 1992, the name changed to the CSM Quarterly
Review of Engineering, Science, Education and Research, with the stated purpose of
extending "its editorial content to provide a more global, balanced perspective on the issues
surrounding engineering and science education, research, management, and environmental
concerns." The current editorial policy, beginning with Volume 98, issue I, shifts focus to
"non-technical features of the global economy." The name of the Quarterly will again be
changed to CSM Quarterly Review with the beginning of Volume 99.

The Publications Department ceased to exist in 1986. From that time until 1998,
publication duties for the Quarterly were handled by one staff member in the Office of Public
Affairs, with various CSM staff members serving in the role of editor. Today there is no
centrally located CSM staff member to coordinate publication activities on campus. The
publication duties for the CSM Quarterly are managed by Dr. Laura Pang, editor, and Mary
Dale, Assistant for Collabrative Information Development. The current Senior Consulting
Editors are Dr. Eul-Soo Pang and Dr. Robert E. D. Woolsey. The most recent issue of the
Quarterly, Volume 98, issue 4 is an index to all issues of the Quarterly, Volume I through 98.
By November I, 1999, the index will be available on the CSM Quarterly web page at
http:www.mines.edu/Academic/affairs/quarthp.html.
Print copies of the index and many of the previous issues of the Quarterly are available for
purchase.

Jennifer Sotelo, the Document Delivery staff member in the Library, handles all
requests for purchase of CSM publications. She may be reached by email at
jsotelo@mines.edu, or at (303) 273-3697 (ext. 3899).

As a postscript to this article, we should acknowledge some other long-time
publications produced by entities other than the CSM Press. The Mines Magazine has been
published by the Alumni Association since 1910. The CSM Prospector has been published
by the Associated Students group since 1913 and the Oredigger since 1921. Also, the Office
of Special Programs and Continuing Education and various academic departments have
continued to publish using commercial publishing entities.

Campus-wide Access to over 350 Journals and Newspapers
Now Available

The number of journals and newspapers available on CSM's campus desktop is
expanding. The Library staff is working hard to increase the number (now over 300) of
available electronic journal titles, and has recently added new journals from the EBSCO
Online service and publishers such as the Royal Society of Chemistry. A trial to access 22
journals from the American Society for Civil Engineers has been set up.

Some of the titles new to our list of e-journals include: Applied Physics A&B,
Chemical Communications, Contributions to Mineralogy & Petrology, Economic Journal,
Environmental Values, Faraday Discussions, International Organization, Journal of
Materials Chemistry, OPEC Review, Physical Chemistry and Chemical Physics, Rock
Mechanics & Rock Engineering, and many. many more.

The Library staff is continuing to work with vendors and publishers to gain access to
additional titles. Starting in January 2000, the Library will start receiving electronic versions
of over 100 IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) journals.

To connect with any of the full-text electronic journals now available, go to the
library web page at http://www.mines.eduJIibary/ and click on the "E-Journals &
Newspapers" link. Please note that you must be using computers connected to the CSM
campus network to gain access to most of the journals. Suggestions, questions, or comments
should be directed to the Library Reference desk (303-273-3694 or libref@mines.edu).
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Small Courages: Women One Step Ahead
Books reviewed by Emily Hnath

Although written in different styles and depicting women of different eras, these two
autobiographies portray women who are or were leaders, not followers. Beryl Markham and
Katherine Graham faced great challenges and found the courage to be successful individuals
despite the enormous obstacles placed in their paths,

West with the Night, by Beryl Markam
Born in England in 1902, Markham was abandoned by her mother and taken by her

father to East Africa in 1906, At seventeen, when her father lost the family horse farm and
moved to Peru, Beryl chose to stay in Africa where she began a highly successful career as a
race horse trainer. In the 1930's, she became the first woman in East Africa to be granted a
commercial pilot's license. Markham became the first woman to pilot a single-engine Percival
Gull monoplane solo across the Atlantic from east to west in September 1936. Describing
what it was like to fly alone over water for forty hours Markham writes: "Being alone,
nothing to contemplate but your own small courage ... such an experience can be startling as
the first awareness of a stranger walking by your side at night. You are the stranger." When
Markham died in 1987 she was described by her enemies as a glamorous, fearless opportunist
because she wanted to excel and succeed, Her friends found that Beryl's exuberance for life
challenged their own conventions and forced them to review their lives.

Personal History, by Katherine Graham
Katherine Graham was brought up in a Jewish-German family of great wealth where

she learned to leave money and politics to the men. She married Phil Graham who took over
the struggling Washington Post from her father after WWIL Following Phil's suicide in 1963,
Katherine finally found the courage to assert herself at the The Post, Her courage and strength
allowed her to scrutinize the political Washington milieu from a clarifying distance, This
disengagement from being a politically driven paper brought Graham resounding peer
approval. Among her triumphs are rising from copy editor to publisher of the Washington
Post, publishing the Pentagon Papers, and authenticating Watergate. One of her friends
described Katherine's life philosophy this way: "Mrs, Graham believes that life is filled with
trials and tribulations, and there are no shortcuts, ever."

PATRICIA ANDERSEN has joined the Circulation Staff on a full-time basis,

PAT CLARK has joined the Library staff, working on library information automation and
computer projects, Pat has her Masters of Library Science from SUNY Buffalo, She previous
worked at Marathon Oil as their Information Technology Consultant.

EMILY HNATH has joined the Library staff as a temporary full-time reference librarian,
Emily has a BS in Oceanography from Humboldt State University, and a BS in Medical
Technology from CU Boulder. She recently received her Masters of Library and Information
Sciences from the University of Denver Library School. Before coming to Mines, Emily
worked at the Broomfield Public Library,

Director... , " ..x3690
Circulation.. , , .. ,x3698
Information Delivery/Il.L.; x3699
Information Delivery/Photocopy, ,x3899
Reference , " ", ,x3694
Government Publications , , x3695
Maps , ", x3697
Acquisitions " " ..x3691
Cataloging , "., x3692

Library Hours (School Term)

Monday-Thursday ,7:30 AM to 12 Midnight
Friday ,7:30 AM to 6:00 PM
Saturday ,9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Sunday ,3:oo PM to 12 Midnight


